Loudness of complex sounds as a function of the standard stimulus and the number of components
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The purpose of this study was twofold: to determine if the measured loudness level of a signal depends on the standard stimulus used and to measure loudness as a function of the number of components in a wide-band signal. The stimuli were a pure tone, tone complexes with frequency separations of 231 and 1592 Hz, and noise bands with widths of 220 and 1592 Hz. The center frequency was 1 kHz and the loudness level was approximately 65 phons. Loudness matches between all combinations of stimuli showed that the measured loudness of the sounds did not depend on the standard stimulus used and the measured loudness level of a wide-band sound increased as a function of the number of components. Individual observers were consistent in their loudness estimations; the greatest source of variability was among subjects. Additional measurements indicated that the rate at which loudness increased beyond the critical band appeared to be greater for noise bands than for two-tone complexes.

PACS numbers: 43.66.Cb

INTRODUCTION

Zwicker and Feldtkeller (1955) showed that if the overall intensity of a noise band is held constant and bandwidth is increased, there is little or no change in loudness until the critical bandwidth is reached, after which loudness increases. The rate at which loudness increases with bandwidth is most rapid at moderate intensities (Scharf, 1959a; Zwicker and Feldtkeller, 1955; Zwicker, Flottorp, and Stevens, 1957). From 1955 to the present, many experiments have examined loudness summation in order to measure the critical band. (For a review, see Scharf, 1970.) Although all these experiments are in reasonable agreement about the width of the critical band at moderate intensities, they disagree about the rate at which loudness increases with bandwidth or frequency separation beyond the critical band. For example, some experiments reveal a slope of 3–4 dB/oct of frequency separation beyond the critical band for normal subjects (Niese, 1960; Port, 1963; Zwicker and Feldtkeller, 1955; Zwicker, Flottorp, and Stevens, 1957), while other experiments reveal slopes of 5–6 dB/oct at comparable intensities (Bonding, 1976; Florentine, 1977). The reason for this difference in obtained slope beyond the critical bandwidth is unclear.

One difference among experiments is the type of stimulus used to measure loudness summation. The most frequently chosen standard stimuli are pure tones, tone complexes, and narrow-band noise. These stimuli have been compared in loudness to tone complexes or noise bands of various widths. The purpose of this paper is twofold: to determine if the rate at which loudness increases beyond the critical band is dependent upon the combination of stimuli used to measure loudness summation and to measure loudness as a function of the number of components in a wide-band signal.

I. EXPERIMENT 1: LOUDNESS SUMMATION AS A FUNCTION OF STIMULUS COMBINATIONS

A. Method

1. Stimuli

The loudness of five sounds was investigated: a 1-kHz pure tone, two-tone complexes with frequency separations of 231 and 1592 Hz, and bands of white noise 220 and 1592 Hz wide. All stimuli were centered geometrically at 1 kHz. Limiting frequencies of the two-tone complexes and the noise bands are given at the top of Fig. 1. The cutoff frequencies for the noise bands were the points at which the filter output was 3 dB lower than the maximum output. All stimuli were 1 s in duration with a rise-fall time of 35 ms. The fixed stimulus alternated with the adjusted stimulus; interstimulus interval was 1 s. The components of the two-tone complexes were set at equal intensity. Preliminary loudness matches showed that for each subject all components were approximately equally loud when equally intense.

2. Apparatus

Pure tones were generated by four oscillators (Hewlett-Packard 200 CD); the ½-oct noise band was generated by passing the output from a white-noise genera-
tor (Brüel & Kjaer 1405) through a \( \frac{1}{2} \)-oct filter (Brüel & Kjaer 1612), and a 1600-Hz noise band was played via a tape recorder (Telefunken M10A). The 1600-Hz noise band was produced by tape recording (Telefunken M10A) the output of a white-noise generator (Brüel & Kjaer 1405), after filtering by a Krohn–Hite variable-band filter (3750). Filters attenuated about 24 dB/oct beyond the half-power points.

Depending upon the experimental condition, a pure tone, two-tone complexes, or noise bands were sent to one or both channels by means of routing switches. After amplification, the continuous signals were gated, attenuated, and then mixed. Both channels were identical except for a sense potentiometer with a 60-dB range in the variable channel. The same Lestron timer which triggered the gates also triggered a shaper positioned after the mixer. This arrangement assured that both signals had identical shape. Next, the signals were attenuated and led to a TDH-39 earphone mounted in a MX-41/AR ear cushion. The stimuli were measured and monitored by an electronic counter (Hewlett-Packard 5223L), an oscilloscope (Tektronix 5103N), and a voltmeter (Brüel & Kjaer 2603) which measured the rms voltages.

3. Procedure

In accordance with a matrix design, each of the five signals was matched in loudness to itself and to each of the other signals. The 25 matches were run in random order, with a different random order for each subject. Subjects were instructed to pay attention only to the total loudness of the signals. First, the subject matched the other four signals in loudness to the \( \frac{1}{2} \)-oct noise band set to 65 dB SPL. Then each signal was matched in loudness to itself and to each of the other signals. For these matches each standard stimulus was set to the intensity obtained in the first four matches in order to keep the loudness constant. Matches were made manually by the method of adjustment. The subjects were instructed to bracket the standard, i.e., to set the adjusted stimulus alternately louder and softer than the fixed stimulus, reducing the difference until they perceived equal loudness. After each judgment the experimenter changed the attenuation in the variable channel in order to prevent position cues on the subject’s intensity control knob. Four judgments were made for each stimulus pair. The comparison stimulus was adjusted twice and the standard stimulus was adjusted twice. If the difference between two judgments of identical stimulus configuration was greater than 3 dB, the judgment was repeated until two judgments with a difference less than 3 dB were obtained. For approximately 96% of the matches no extra judgments were required. In approximately 3% of the matches one extra judgment was required; only a few matches required two or more extra judgments. Both the comparison stimulus and the standard stimulus were varied in order to cancel tendencies to set the adjusted stimulus to a higher intensity relative to the fixed stimulus. (See Scharf, 1961.) No time limit was imposed, and the subject usually listened to a pair approximately 20 times before reporting a match.

4. Subjects

Ten subjects, six males and four females, were tested. Half of the subjects had previous experience making equal-loudness judgments and the other half had no previous experience except for three practice matches before the onset of data collection. Ages ranged from 20 to 36 years. Some subjects were paid for their services. All subjects had normal otoscopy and history and their thresholds were within 10 dB of ISO standard.

B. Results and discussion

Results for all 25 matches by all ten subjects are summarized in Fig. 1. The level differences needed to obtain equal loudness between the standard stimulus and the comparison stimulus are shown for all combinations of the five stimuli. The horizontal lines indicate the mean values, the white bars represent the interquartile ranges and the black bars represent the total ranges.

An analysis of the means and the covariance was performed on linear combinations of the data. The results of the \( X-Y \) match and the \( Y-X \) match were summed for each individual observer. The mean of these linear combinations was not significantly \((p < 0.05)\) different from zero for any combination of two signals. This showed that the results for each observer were symmetrical. In other words, it did not matter which signal was the standard stimulus and which signal was the comparison stimulus.

Furthermore, a two-way analysis of variance revealed that observers show transitivity among all loudness matches. For each observer the sum of the level differences needed to obtain equal-loudness among any three signals approximates zero. Transitivity was confirmed by the fact that the variability among subjects, obtained by pooling data for an \( X-Y \) match for all subjects, was significantly \((p < 0.05)\) greater than the variability within subjects, obtained by pooling the results of the matches over different standard stimuli from one subject.

For all standard stimuli measured, loudness for the wide-band noise was greater than for the wide-band two-tone complex. This difference was also found when filters with slopes of approximately 200 dB/oct were used. On the average, subjects required the wide-band two-tone complex to be 10–11 dB more intense than the wide-band noise to obtain equal loudness. This difference was statistically independent of which standard stimulus was used.

The finding that the measured loudness of a wide-band noise was greater than the measured loudness of a two-tone complex appears to be in conflict with an earlier study by Scharf (1959b). He showed that the loudness of tone complexes with widths of 1600 and 3400 Hz at a center frequency of 1500 Hz did not depend on the number of components. The reason for this difference is unclear.

The presence of symmetry and transitivity, in the present data, indicate very consistent and orderly results that are not an artifact of the stimuli and method.
used in this experiment. Furthermore, we have replicated some of the results of the present experiment with different subjects in three different laboratories using two different psychophysical procedures.

C. Variability

Correlations between the loudness estimations of the signals for each subject revealed that subjects were consistent in their judgments of all the stimuli. In other words, if a subject needed a large level difference between two signals to obtain equal loudness when one standard stimulus was used, he also needed a large difference when another standard stimulus was used. When a signal was matched in loudness to itself, variability was approximately the same for all five signals. More variability was obtained when two different signals were matched. When the wide-band noise was matched in loudness to any of the four other sounds significantly (p < 0.05) greater variance was obtained than when matching any combination of the other four signals. The fact that variability among subjects was significantly greater (p < 0.05) than that within subjects shows that the individual subjects needed different level differences to obtain equal loudness.

II. EXPERIMENT 2: LOUDNESS SUMMATION AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS

Experiment 1 suggested that the measured loudness of a wide-band sound may increase as a function of the number of components. The purpose of experiment 2 was to measure the loudness of white noise and of multitone complexes composed of two, three, and four tones.

A. Method

Five observers were used, four of whom participated in experiment 1. The components of the test stimuli were evenly spaced in frequency around a geometric mean of 1 kHz and set to equal intensity. Each comparison stimulus was matched in loudness to a 220-Hz noise band by the method of adjustment as described in experiment 1.

B. Results and discussion

The individual data from the five observers are shown in Fig. 2. For all subjects the measured loudness increases as a function of the number of components. There are two possible reasons why Scharf (1959b) found
no loudness summation as a function of the number of components and we did. The first concerns the treatment of the data. Loudness matches by different observers have generally been pooled. Furthermore, sometimes the same subjects have not served under all experimental conditions. Since the variability among subjects is larger than the variability within subjects, the loudness difference among stimuli could be obscured. A second reason is that Scharf did not test his subjects at 65 dB SPL, where the maximum loudness summation occurs. Since the total effect of loudness summation was small and variability was large, the difference in loudness summation could not be seen.

It is interesting to note a similarity here between the measured loudness and the acoustic reflex: Threshold of the acoustic reflex also depends on the number of components in a wide-band sound (Poppelka, Karlovich, and Wiley, 1974).

III. EXPERIMENT 3: LOUDNESS SUMMATION AS A FUNCTION OF BANDWIDTH FOR TWO-TONE COMPLEXES AND NOISE BANDS

Experiments 1 and 2 suggested that the loudness of a 1592-Hz wide-band signal increases as a function of the number of components. The purpose of experiment 3 was to examine if the rate at which loudness increases beyond the critical band is greater for noise bands than for two-tone complexes.

A. Method

Loudness summation as a function of bandwidth was measured for both noise bands and two-tone complexes. The standard stimulus had a frequency separation of 200 Hz and was set to 65 dB SPL. For the noise bands, a noise band was used as the standard stimulus, and for the two-tone complexes, a two-tone complex was used as standard. The components of the two-tone complex were chosen to assure that they were not harmonic. The method of maximum likelihood, an adaptive forced-choice procedure (Lyregard and Pedersen, 1971), was used to set the signals equal in loudness. Each match was based on approximately 25 responses. (For further details, see Florentine, 1977.)

B. Results and discussion

Individual data from two observers are shown in Fig. 3. Each point represents the median of three equal-loudness matches. Subjects reported that they perceived one sound image and that they tried to base their judgments on the total loudness. Results from both subjects show that loudness summates more rapidly for noise bands than for two-tone complexes even at frequency separations close to the critical bandwidth.

IV. SUMMARY

(1) Loudness summation did not change with the different standard stimuli used in experiment 1.

(2) The rate at which loudness increases beyond the critical band appears to be greater for noise bands than for two-tone complexes.

(3) While the overall bandwidth and intensity of a wide-band stimulus is held constant, loudness increases as components are added.

(4) Individual subjects were consistent in their loudness estimations. Differences among subjects was the greatest source of variability.

(5) The greatest variability was obtained when the 1592-Hz noise band was matched in loudness to another signal, primarily owing to intersubject variability.
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